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A History of America First and the American Dream

‘History rarely starts when we think it did, and it never seems to end when we think it should. Nor does
it tend to say what we think it will.’
Sarah Churchwell
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POLICE AND KLAN CLASH IN QUEENS
Seven arrested after violence erupts among crowd of 20,000 spectators
out to enjoy Memorial Day festivities

protested against ‘Native born
Protestant Americans’ being
‘clubbed and beaten when
they exercise their rights in
the country of their birth’.
Casting themselves as the
May 31, 1927 On Memorial
victims of police brutality, they
Day in Queens a thousand or so
added: ‘We charge that the
Klansmen gathered to march,
Roman Catholic police force did
many in white robes and hoods.
deliberately precipitate a riot,’
They were accompanied by four
beating ‘defenceless Americans
hundred women from the sowho conducted themselves
called ‘Klavana’ (the ‘feminine
as gentlemen under trying
branch’ of the Klan). Some of
circumstances’. As far as the
the reported 20,000 spectators
Second Klan was concerned,
in Queens that day objected to
Catholics couldn’t be loyal
the Klan’s presence, as others
Americans because their higher
defended their right to march;
allegiance was to the Pope.
fights broke out, and it turned Police attempt to turn away Klansmen at the Memorial Day Parade on Queens Blvd
In the days after the riot, the
into a riot. ‘Women fought
New York Times revealed the
women and spectators fought the
Fascists nor the Ku Klux Klan for this disgraceful affair’, calling
names of a total of seven men
policemen and the Klansmen, as should have been allowed to march their ‘interference’ in the clashes ‘a who had been arrested in Queens.
their desire dictated.’ Klan banners in the first place. ‘Ku Klux Klan detestable outrage’. ‘The Klan had Five of them were identified as
were shredded, and ‘five of their members involved in the Memorial a perfect right to march and thank ‘avowed Klansmen’ who’d been
number’ were arrested, said initial Day parade riot in Queens, “clearly God they exercised that right.’ The marching in the parade, and were
reports, while a few others were were guilty of a breach of faith with tone of more than one local report arrested for ‘refusing to disperse
caught up in the confusion as well. the police”,’ said the commissioner. suggested the Klan was the injured when ordered’. A sixth was a
Although the police in Queens “‘Neither the Klan nor the Fascisti party: Klansmen and women ‘ran mistake: he’d had his foot run
had been ordered to keep the have a proper place in a parade the gauntlet of attacks’, which over by a car and was immediately
Klan in check, ‘the Klan worsted dedicated to the soldier dead ‘the police were powerless to released. The seventh, a twentydetachments’ of police ‘on four of the United States.”’ Within prevent’, wrote one upstate New year-old German-American, was
separate occasions during its a week, New York had banned York editorial. ‘Many Klansmen not identified in the press as
four- mile march and surged any public appearance by either had their robes torn off and many a Klansman. The reports only
triumphantly past the reviewing ‘the white- robed Ku Klux Klan’, of the men and women marchers stated that he was arrested,
stands, little the worse except for or ‘the black- shirted Fascisti’. were struck by flying missiles.’ arraigned and discharged. No one
a number of tattered robes and
After the riots, public support
The Klan, meanwhile, blamed knows why he was there, but it
dismantled hoods and five marchers for the Klan was voiced in the New the police for being Catholic. In appears that he wouldn’t leave.
in the custody of the police’. York area more than once. One a circular headed ‘Americans His name was Fred C. Trump.
The police commissioner Long Island citizen complained that assaulted by the Roman Catholic
It meant nothing at the time.
announced that neither American ‘the police were grossly to blame Police of New York City’, the Klan
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THE BATTLE FOR THE
SOUL OF A NATION

Groundbreaking research reveals dark history
of American nativism and home-grown facism
History rarely starts when we think
it did, and it never seems to end when
we think it should. Nor does it tend to
say what we think it will. The phrases
“American dream” and “America
first” were both, as it happens, born
at the same time, almost exactly a
century ago—and almost instantly
they tangled over capitalism,
democracy and race, the three fates
always spinning America’s destiny.
After the end of the Cold War,
the triumph of Western liberalism
gradually became taken for granted,
the ‘end of history’ even famously
pronounced. Many were deeply
shocked by the sudden rise of
authoritarian nationalism around
the world in the first years of the
twenty- first century, particularly
in the United States, which liked to

proclaim that ‘it can’t happen here’.
But of course it can – and it has.
There has always been a tension,
in America, too, between liberal
democracy and authoritarianism.
And for a long time you could
fairly say that in the United States
that debate played out between ideas
represented by the phrase ‘American
dream’ and those represented by
‘America first’. In the first half of
the twentieth century there was a
clear contest over the national value
system, and the two expressions
came to voice opposing views.
One might be tempted to call it a
battle for the nation’s soul, if that
weren’t a cliché . So call it a battle
over the moral economy, instead;
or even a battle for the nation’s
future, a battle still being fought.
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DID YOU KNOW?
AMERICA FIRST
The term ‘America first’ first appeared in political
discourse as far back as 1884 and ‘America first;
the rest of the world afterward’ was even adopted
as a Republican party campaign slogan in 1894.
The slogan was tied to ideas of America’s position
on the world stage in matters of trade and conflict.
However, ‘America first’ didn’t become a national
catchphrase until 1915, when it was used by
President Woodrow Wilson in a speech. From
debates over whether the US should join the Great
War raging in Europe, to its postwar role in the
League of Nations, to the rising tide of domestic
and international facism, ‘America first’ was just
as much about racism and xenophobia as it was
about isolationism, neutrality and patriotism.

THE AMERICAN DREAM
The American dream today is synonymous
with commercialism, consumerism and the
accumulation of personal wealth, but this wasn’t
always the case.
Far from validating a simple desire for personal
advancement, the American dream once gave voice
to principled appeals for a more generous way
of life- a rallying cry against rampant capitalism
and hope for equality of opportunity, justice and
democracy for all.

